ABN 25 002 299 078
Phone 0407 433386 or contact mail@surfski.com.au

Wavemaster Custom Wood Veneer
High Performance
Wavemasters custom wood veneer sets the trend in wave ski surfing. The custom is designed to suit your requirements.
Whether you are looking at the Rolls Royce in performance or a lighter variation of what you are presently riding.
Wavemasters custom is state of the art.
The Wavemaster custom brings all the good points you’re looking for together plus more. The Wavemaster custom is by
far the most durable custom ski on the market. If you are looking at a long term commitment with your ski or simply
looking for the best in design a Wavemaster Custom has to be the option.
Wavemasters commitment in epoxy technology combines the cutting edge of design and strength with the ultimate in
vacuum bag forming second to none.
Wavemasters custom waveskis are hand shaped to your individual requirements and vacuum bagged to Wavemasters
stringent export quality standards. The result is a highly tuned and finished custom ski which will do what you require.
Our performance record speaks for itself. Proven winner with World and Australian Titles.
STANDARD FEATURES INCLUDE







Fixed or Adjusta block with deluxe adjustable foot straps
Deluxe Pro Belt
10mm Seat pad
Tri fins
Flat pro finish
Cost $1995.00

Optional Extras





Gloss finish $300
Carbon Rails $300
Carry Handle $100
Quad Box $50

CONSTRUCTION
The very latest in technology and materials, Wavemasters revolutionary vacuum formed wood veneer
cusdtoms. This process gives a very strong and durable finish to the hand shaped custom, by pulling the veneer
and glass down under high vacuum pressure over the hand shaped styrene blank. All excess resin is pulled
through the glass and wood layer over a curing period making the finished product very light and strong, also
eliminating pin holes and delamination to form a rock hard finish in wood veneer. Colour is then applied using
acrylic paint with a flat pro finish.

SPECS
Wavemaster custom waveskis are designed to suit all body heights and weights and are designed for the enthusiast through
to hard core performance surfing
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